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The Almighty TaimaninStrongest TaimaninPrincipleCaptainPigMaster ~20 (ONT Conflict)~23 (TA1)~24 (TA2)~29 (TY)~33 (TA3) Human World Koukawa Asuka (Daughter)Sawaki Kousuke (Son) Nakase Hina or Takanashi Hanami Asagi Igawa (井河 アサギ) is the protagonist of the Taimanin Asagi visual novel series and the Taimanin Asagi OVA series.
As the leader of all Taimanin and current academy's principal, she is a figure demanding respect from friend and foe, well known as the strongest Taimanin. Personality Asagi is a mature and confident woman, who is serious and strict while on missions. She demands a reasonable degree of professionalism but, from time to time, drops it because of
her sister. In most games, she is loyal and proactive, capable of taking action if needed. She is seen as a calm veteran, with a bit of a deadpan humor. In a fight, she tends to taunt her enemies and even feels some level of enjoyment from fighting while remaining strict. Outside of missions, she is caring and motherly to her friends and family, as well as
being a mentor and inspiration for her students. In the event of capture, she remains iron-willed to a superhuman degree, even taunting the people trying to break her. Asagi is shier about erotic and romantic things than her sister, as she tries to act professionally. More so after TA1, Asagi thinks that it is better for her to remain alone so that her love
life does not come into conflict with her work, and nobody else would end up like her deceased boyfriend. If broken, she turns into a very needy, sluttish and submissive woman to her lover. Her Kage and Vampire form are so different from her, that they can be seen as other characters. Relationships Name Relationship status Sakura Asagi acts like a
responsible older sister to Sakura, cleaning up after her. Though she scolds her sister's more childish behavior, she demands the use of titles and mission protocol when on the job. They both maintain a healthy and protective relationship, and would risk their lives for each other. Kyousuke Asagi loved her boyfriend Kyousuke to the point of giving up
being a Taimanin for him. After his capture by Oboro, and Asagi's forced mercy killing of him, she feels deeply responsible. Kousuke At the start of their relationship, Asagi coddles him a lot as an adopted son, acting like a mother to him. After becoming his girlfriend, Asagi becomes quiet and submissive, especially in intimate settings. Otherwise, she
remains dominant in correcting his behavior. She is very forgiving of him. Asuka Asagi tries to reconnect with Asuka. She sees her as her daughter first and as a Taimanin second, which results in Asuka acting violent towards her. Oboro Not knowing about the difference between her old friend Oboro and this new Oboro, Asagi views her as her
archenemy but most recently only as pathetic. Yamamoto Asagi deeply respects Yamamoto and values his insight and opinion on matters. Her ZERO counterpart is initially far less respectful, but comes around to a similar degree of trust. Murasaki One of her best friends and closest allies, but totally clueless regarding Murasaki's open displays of
affection, thinking she is just a bit weird. Kurou They have a relaxed working relation with each other, built on trust and shared missions. They share light-hearted jokes as both are veterans, he is considered her right-hand man. Black As per his highly demonic nature and intentions, Asagi stands directly opposed to Black, hating him as her ultimate
enemy. Kotaro Despite the fact she had to kill his father for treason in the Action Taimanin backstory, she holds none of that against Kotaro himself. As for Kotaro, he is fine with the fact she took down his traitorous father. He respects her greatly. She, in turn, vouches for him to be the leader of the task force in Action Taimanin to Yamamoto. Asagi is
also willing to take commands from him as his subordinate as a member of the task force. This is due to her trust in his command abilities. While she is willing to reciprocate him in most other continuities, both her and Kotaro keep things far more professional in Action Taimanin due to their respective positions and circumstances by mutual consent.
Appearance Asagi has long, dark-blue hair with spiky bangs and teal eyes in a tsurime shape. She has a bust that is medium-sized to big. She also wears a purple battle suit. In her Kage form, Asagi's skin becomes violet and her hair white. History Asagi was born as the daughter of the head of the Igawa clan, Igawa Yusai. Her mother Igawa Kiku died
of illness shortly after the birth of her sister Sakura. Asagi was trained by her father to become a Taimanin and how to fight with a blade but he died as well when she was a late teen. Asagi took care of her younger sister and avoided assassination attempts from the elders of the Igawa clan that disapproved of her becoming the next leader. Having
been saved by Mizuki Shiranui and Yatsu Kuro, she worked together with other clan leaders like Koukawa Oboro on missions and was helped by Shiranui. Asagi also defeated Fuuma Danjo that years later tried to take over the village, resulting in his clan losing power. Asagi became a captain, earning her the status of being the strongest Taimanin
early on. Oboro eventually disappeared after the destruction of her clan and reappeared, as a traitor. Using the Oboro Ninja Troops to kill many Taimanin, Asagi was the one sent out to kill Oboro and knew that the force behind them was Nomad. After killing Oboro, Asagi retired from being a Taimanin. She lived on with her fiancé, Sawaki Kyousuke
and sister, in Tokyo. However, Asagi was approached by a Taimanin Senior, 3 years after defeating Oboro. (TA1) Subsequently she got pulled back into Taimanin life, when she was informed that the Oboro Ninja Troops's started killing again. However, before she could go on the offensive, both her and her boyfriend were captured by the revived
Oboro. She was forced to fight in the Chaos Arena, where her sister was captured as well and both suffered from Body Modification. This increased their sensitivity and it was made possible by Dark World technology of Kiryu Sabato. Asagi was supposed to kill her own sister for her freedom in her last fight. However, both sisters were able to kill
Oboro instead at the cost of sacrificing Kyousuke. After being allowed to leave by the boss of Nomad, Edwin Black, they faced and killed the Taimanin Senior, that also worked together with Oboro and Nomad in secret. They left their old home behind to move into the base of the Taimanin in Gosha Village. There the sisters worked intensively with
Yamamoto Nobushige, leader of Section Three, who oversaw the Taimanin organization. Asagi became a captain once more, and would go on missions with her sister and Yatsu Kuro, from her past. She also pushed Sakura to take classes in Gosha Academy to become a better Taimanin. They moved into the current Igawa Estate in Gosha. One year
later (TA2), she would face of against an Oboro (Clone) in Tokyo Kingdom City. She managed to learn about the ability of Taimanin to use an Inner Demon. Consequently, Asagi was only able to escape by awakening to her demonic power partially, killing a dangerous weapon that clone Oboro created, Saya. Asagi remained a captain for a few years
after this but after the Taimanin became a more official part of Section Three (TM), she was given more control due to all of her accomplishments. As the current headmistress of Gosha Academy and leader of all Taimanin. Asagi would order new missions or save captive Taimanins like Mizuki Yukikaze, the daughter of Mizuki Shiranui. Later on, she
adopts two children. Kyousuke brother, Sawaki Kousuke and Koukawa Asuka, one of the last clan members of Oboro's Koukawa clan. When Asuka was 14, she would rush into a mission to take down Edwin Black, without Asagi's approval and subsequently went missing. Asagi later learned that Asuka had joined the Anti-Nomad "DSO", to become
stronger. 10 years after the Events of the Chaos Arena, Asagi would meet Asuka again, after taking down a corrupt former politican (TA3). Asagi was cured of her Body Modification by Kiryu Sabato and became the lover of Sawaki Kosuke in secret, as he had awakened a "bedroom art". However, Kousuke was tricked and this turned out to be a plan of
Nomad. Afterwards, Kousuke was transformed into a fleshball and kept as a hostage. Asagi was ordered directly by the Prime Minister Asai Koujirou, to investigate a building connected to the corrupt politician. This also turned out to be a trap where Asagi and the Taimanin, were blamed for the murder of another political figure Nonomura. They were
forced to remain hidden, thus unable to help the village itself. Asagi also destroyed all information related to Taimanin on active missions to protect them. However, after using her demonic transformation, she was too weak and was captured by Edwin Black. He moved her to the headquarters of Nomad in Yomihara and forced her to fight in an other
arena setting once more. After more struggles, she was able to kill both Edwin Black and Oboro (again) with the help of Koukawa Asuka. The blame was taken away from the Taimanin and both Asagi and Asuka. The latter sought a way to cure Kosuke, and left on better terms. Timeline TABA Taimanin Asagi 3 does not take place but almost all other
events do, making her the headmistress and Taimanin leader. Backstory about her fight against the Fuuma clan revolt and its instigator Fuuma Danjo is revealed in which she defeats Danjo but he survived and flees to the UFS. Years later her Taimanin are being attacked by Fuuma Kotaro, son of Danjo and his criminal Fuuma Organization that tries
to gather power also against his father. Though she is opposed to Kotaro and sends multiple Taimanin after him, she still seems facinated by his growth and at times works together with him should it be required. Asagi interacts with some other protagonist and has talks with the Vampire Hunters of Hayato Private Academy, in which both Carla
Cromwell and her think about cooperation against Edwin Black. She hired Annerose Vajra and formed a temporary alliance with Fuuma Kotaro, against a Vampire Asagi of another world, that was about to destroy the world with an Otherworld portal. In the the last events, she enters a fight with Edwin Black in which her body is taken over by Fuuma
Kotaro to win. However, after Black's defeat the world is reset, creating among many others the epilogue world in which she continues to hunt after Kotaro and RPGX timeline. Timeline RPGX Taimanin Asagi 3 does not take place but almost all other events do, making her the headmistress and Taimanin leader. A reset world from the TABA timeline
which on top of the Fuuma clan revolt adds the Igawa Revolt in which her grandmother Hattori Seishu and aunt Igawa Senshu tried to take over leadership. Asagi appoints Fuuma Kotaro, that is a student of Gosha Academy in this world, as the leader of the Independent Rangers, to be more flexible against new threats. Asagi is convinced by Fuuma
Aki to let one of her clones live and sends multiple Taimanin out on missions at the same time. Hattori returned in the disguise of Mine Funako, chief of the Internal Affairs Bureau and uses the Kanda Brigade and many others to sabotage Gosha Village. However, Asagi is able to use the Kotaro and other Taimanin to counter her machinations. A large
raid of a reformed Revolt Group is stopped and her aunt that was filled with the desire to kill Asagi and unknowingly equiped by a atomic bomb, is convinced to lay down her weapons. With the additional evidence, " Mine Funako" (Hattori) loses her government protection and is also captured by the Independent Rangers. Timeline Action Taimanin
Asagi 3 does not take place but almost all other events do in some form, making her the headmistress and Taimanin leader. However, her male adopted son Sawaki Kousuke is not mentioned. (yet). Kotaro is appointed by Yamamoto Nobushige as the leader of a new smaller Taimanin Task Force, which she joins first, together with her sister and
Yukikaze. One of her old teachers is revealed as Momochi Toyo, that has since become a criminal Rogue Taimanin. The Taimanin Task Force, Toyo but also groups like Nomad and the queen of the inferno "Astaroth", all clash with each other multiple times. Though still difficult, Asagi also cooperates with Koukawa Asuka though both are shown to be
awkward. Asagi is mentioned to hold back in most fights, to remain in a mentoring role for other Taimanin on the Task Force and Kotaro. OVA The first OVA she has different and alternative scenes however it follows the first game closely enough in key moments. The OVA ends with a true ending, in which she escapes with Sakura but has to kill
Kyousuke. The second OVA mixes elements of the good ending with the bad end route, in which Asagi and Sakura become slaves to "real clone" Oboro and get cloned themselves. However, the "clone" Oboro dies within the OVA while she would get trained into a slave as well in the game. The third OVA is taking place within Asagi's route, of the third
game. Removing some of the more explicit deaths, to off-screen. It also ends in the bad end route, with her being the bride of the Orc Big while her sister and Murasaki were turned into demons. It also added a scene with Asuka as a cliffhanger, who has no other scenes in the OVA unlike the game where she has a whole route. Powers/Abilities Main
Weapon: Ninjato (sometimes Akkirokumon) Ninja Arts: "Hawk Art" or "Falcon Art" allows her to heighten her senses, speed and physical capabilities. This allows her to move six times faster than normal. It exhausts her greatly and cannot be used multiple times at once, though she mastered it over time. Scientists like Kotani Kenji speculate that the
ability, shown in attacks like "Light Battle-Blossom", manipulates Taima particles and the flow of time for Asagi. As she perceives the world in slow motion while using it, she is even able to think much faster. Particle Control: Taimanin are able to manipulate Taima Particles to enhance their physical strength, speed and defense. The particles also are
used to counter demonic influences and strengthen damage to demons. Enhanced Physical Strength: Multiple Orcs are needed to hold down Asagi, even in Taimanin ZERO weaker version, orcs fear her as a monster pushing her far beyond other Taimanin. Mental Resistance: She is able to withstand much more than any normal human could without
therapy. Super Speed: Able to move faster than most Taimanin and demons without her Falcon Arts. Slave/Toy: She and her sister were modified to be the perfect slaves/toys. As their bodies are 3000 times more sensitive. Master Swordsmanship: In combination with her super human speed, she is one of the most dangerous sword users. Master of
Hand-to-hand Combat: In her youth, she would refuse to use her sword and instead prefer to fight without a weapon. Despite this, she was able to take down Taimanin or Demons without issue. Demon transformation: She gains a demon transformation in Kage after being captured by Saya and Oboro. Similar to Shinganji Kurenai, she has control over
when to use it. Media Trivia She is known as the strongest Taimanin and well respected. Asagi uses a Ninjato, even though it is meant to be the first training weapon, before a Taimanin gains a unique weapon. Asagi has a cyborg/clone counterpart with mechanical limbs on top of other clones, that she killed mostly. She is (a few years) over 30, as of
the events of Taimanin Asagi 3. (Roughly ~33) She is one year younger than Mizuki Shiranui. Her Arch Enemy is Oboro, which is the revived corpse of her former partner Koukawa Oboro. She is the adoptive mother of Kosuke and Asuka. Saved Yukikaze and Rinko from the bad endings in Taimanin Yukikaze. She is well known and feared by all
Demon. When in her Kage form, she uses sometimes two blades. She is doing most of the housework, as Sakura is chaotic and messy. Without her the Igawa Estate, would look like a mess. Her right-hand man is Yatsu Kurou. Black's obsession with Asagi could be understood in a way that he is based of "Shiva"(The Destroyer) and Asagi is Parvati
(goddess of fertility, love, beauty, harmony, marriage). As Shiva can destroy worlds but fused with Parvati as a new being of female/male "Ardhanarishvara", creates countless new worlds. This thematically connects to Black's world resetting and wanting to fuse with Asagi, becoming one being in Vampire Asagi that switches between female/male. Her
Body Modification occurs in the canon of most Universes, one way or another. A Fuuma Tokiko, that was captured and also suffered that fate, commented that Asagi might have been cursed. Asagi currently has the most Hypothetical Unborn Children of any female character in the franchise. As the main artist Kagami, drawn One Piece fanart, she and
her sister strongly resemble Nico Robin and Nami within his art style. Gallery Sakura, Murasaki and Asagi Page 2 Koryuu and Shien Are a criminal "Association" that are responsible for the invention and production of the drug "Milk". The boss of the group is the young looking Koryuu and right hand man Shien. The OVA Special Agent Rei & Fuko
(OVA) implies, the name comes from the 12 leading female members of the group. While most of the leading members are women, they still captured many other women that are needed to produce the drug milk. History They opperate mostly in Tokyo and Tokyo Kingdom City, they produce the highly addictive drug Milk with the use of tentacle
creatures. They have connections to the Chinese Union. The group was highly weakened after the events of "Special Agent Rei & Fuko - Hardcore Domination". In which they trapped two agents which in the end were able to bring the group down and flee. With Shien "seemingly" dying in that game and Koryuu being captured and sexually tortured by
other members of the group. "Milk" production stopped and the group was almost destroyed. In Taimanin Asagi Battle Arena the group still exists and Koryuu was able to rebuild it, seemigly escaping her fate and "reviving" Shien. They started the production of Neo Milk using a captured Tachibana Ichirou. They were destroyed later once more by
Futaba Lily Ramses and Fuuma Kotaro. With Koryuu once more being captured and turned into a slave. Members
Zenkichi Hitoyoshi (人吉 善吉, Hitoyoshi Zenkichi) is the male protagonist of the series Medaka Box. He is a freshman and later junior of Class 1, and a childhood friend of Medaka Kurokami, who strong-arms him into joining the Student Council as the general affairs manager. He later becomes the 100th Student Council president. He is the son of
Hitomi Hitoyoshi. Zenkichi is … 常識を超える「The ICE 27」 “冷感寝具”は もう必要ありません！ 夏の快眠温度で、感動の寝落ち！ 快適な温度（27～33℃）を長く持続する夏の寝具「The ICE 27（ザ・アイス27）」。 The Legend of the Blue Sea (Korean: ; RR: Pureun Badaui Jeonseol) is a 2016–2017 South Korean television series starring Jun Ji-hyun and Lee Minho. Inspired by a classic Joseon legend from Korea's first collection of unofficial historical tales about a fisherman who captures and releases a mermaid, this drama tells the love story of a con-artist and a … Nam Joo-hyuk (Korean: ; born February 22, 1994) is a South Korean model and actor.He began his career as a model, and appeared in several
music videos before making his screen debut in 2014 with The Idle Mermaid.He rose to prominence with his role in the television series Who Are You: School 2015 (2015), and has since became notable for his leading roles in … Mar 25, 2019 · Becoming an adult does not mean you have to abandon what is best about this stage of your lives. If you do,
the Lord may one day reproach you: “I remember the devotion of your youth, your love as a bride, and how you followed me in the wilderness” (Jer 2:2). 160. Adults, too, have to mature without losing the values of youth. In Albanian mythology, the drangue, semi-human divine figures associated with thunders, slay the kulshedra, huge multi-headed
fire-spitting serpents associated with water and storms. The Slavic god of storms Perun slays his enemy the dragon-god Veles, as does the bogatyr hero Dobrynya Nikitich to the three-headed dragon Zmey. Aug 21, 2008 · The weather is going to stay warm all week and we are super low on bottled water. If you are able, we would appreciate any
donations for our Shelter and Outreach teams to be able to hand out #hotweather #yycweather Drop off location: 203 15 Ave SE. 1. 1. 3. City of Calgary. Chrystal Soo Jung (born October 24, 1994), professionally known as Krystal, Krystal Jung or Jung Soo-jung (Korean: ), is a Korean-American singer and actress based in South Korea. She debuted in
2009 as a member of the South Korean girl group f(x) and has further participated in SM Entertainment's project group SM the Ballad.Aside from group activities, she has also acted … Aug 14, 2022 · Yukari Yakumo (八雲 紫, Yakumo Yukari) is a legendary youkai who is able to manipulate boundaries. She is the master of Ran Yakumo. She is called the
"gap youkai" (すきま妖怪, sukima youkai),[1] although "gap youkai" is not the name of a species, as she is more of a one-of-a-kind type of youkai.[2] Regardless of her power, Yukari appears to be the most well … Dolly Parton ‘Respectfully Bows Out’ of Rock Hall Nomination “I wish all of the nominees good luck and thank you again for the compliment,”
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Limited Edition Red Deluxe Vinyl New Releases Vinyl LP US$37.99 In Stock ... Scott Pilgrim vs. The World (OST): 10th Anniversary "Seven Evil Exes" Edition Picture Disc 4LP Vinyl Box Set New Releases Princess Mononoke (もののけ姫 , Mononoke Hime) is the 10th feature-length animated film written and directed by Hayao Miyazaki and animated by
Studio Ghibli for Tokuma Shoten, Nippon Television Network and Dentsu, and distributed by Toho. It is considered one of Miyazaki's masterpieces, taking sixteen years to design and three years to produce, with a recorded box … f(x) Members Profile: f(x) Facts and Ideal Types f(x) () was a South Korean girl group that in the last part of their career
consisted of 4 members: Victoria, Amber, Luna, and Krystal. f(x) debuted on September 5th, 2009 under SM Entertainment. In August 2015, Sulli officially left the group to concentrate on her acting. In September 2019, Amber, Victoria and Luna’s contracts ... Jul 10, 2019 · Lud2sei Jan 23 2022 9:20 pm I can't for the life of me figure out people who
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